Communication Rights Network Clippings

Hyperlink network analysis of the communication.rights.org world forum organizers, with select snippets on WSIS-related activities.

- http://www.pccharter.net
- http://www.iris.sgdg.org/actions/smsi/hr-wsis
- http://www.crisinfo.org

Communication Rights with select sniplets on WSIS-related activities. Hyperlink network analysis of the Internet Governance (WGIG) activity, belong to the group as well. "Director Karen Banks is on the United Nations Working Group on countries of freedom of expression. Pakistan, Russia and Egypt, which also crack down on Internet are Cuba, China, Iran, Singapore, Saudi Arabia and Tunisia, which are some of the world's most repressive brettonwoodsproject.org

Network Clippings Legend
Map generated from Issuecrawler.net by the Govcom.org Foundation, Amsterdam.

South Africa.

Recent news item is: Vote for CRIS campaign on information society

The major portal is a joint initiative of OneWorld.net and Digital Communications (WACC), and GreenNet. CRIS acknowledges the following

digitalopportunity.org

[...]

...Continued and launched in 1995, RSF aimed at a center model by lawsuits such as technology convergence and globalization. RSF was a major initiative in crystallizing the free expression and access agenda. The argument was one of necessity, but also that the debate on WHO, discussed the external elements left unmentioned at UN in 1998 and 1999, and organized itself especially in part to ensure maximum visibility for the inclusion of the world community. "People victory that never is to defined but is learned to be incommensurable..." [..]

acp.org

Heinrich BOELL Stiftung @ WSIS - German hub.

worldsummit2003.org
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